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SECTION I

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A. INTRODUCTION

This report describes the work performed by Johnson
Controls, Inc. (JCI), Battery Division, under Contract Number
31-109-38-4205 to Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) for the
research and development of the lead-acid battery for electric
vehicle propulsion. For this contract period, the major effort
was specified to be continuing development on the forced
electrolyte flow-through concept with some work on the
composite, plastic/lead grid (Advanced-1).

Delays in the program start and funding problems at the
end of this contract period prohibited the completion of
scheduled "deliverables". The activities at the end of the
1984 period and the beginning of 1985 work overlapped. Touring
this period, two deliverables were shipped to the National
Battery Test Laboratory (NBTL) and will be discussed in this
report.

B. 1935 GOALS

The program goals and the 1985 technical objectives
specified in the contract statement-of-work (SOW) are shown in
Table 1-1. Key technical objectives for 1985 were:

1. Specific energy of 52 Wh/kg (3 hour rate).
2. Energy density of 100 Wh/l.
3. Specific power of 104 W/kg
4. Cycle life of 650 cycles.

In the effort to achieve these objectives, major
flow-through activities focused on during 1985 were:

1. Development of crack-free electrodes with adequate
permeability and uniform porosity.

2. Determination of electrolyte flow conditions which
maximize cell performance and life.

3. Determination of the proper ratio of positive to
negative active material.

4. Development of formation and charging techniques
specific to the flow-through design.
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Table 1-1. 1985 Technical Objectives

Cell Parameter 1985 Objectives*

Specific Energya 52 Wh/kg

Vol. Energy Densitya 100 Wh/l

Specific Powerb 104 W/kg

Life c 650 Cycles

Energy Efficiencyd Over 75%

Prices Under $70/kWh

a 3 hour discharge rate to 1.75 volts per cell at 26.7 C

b 30 second average at 50% DOD (1.4 volts per cell)

c Cycled at 80% DOD; life to 75% retained capacity

d At battery terminals including auxiliary equipment,
excluding charger

e OEM price in 1981 dollars based on production of 10,000
batteries/year

* Based on NBTL tests of cells using projected weights and
volumes of complete battery packs and projected energy use of
auxiliaries.

C. ACCOMPLISHMENTS

1. Design and Fabrication

a. Advanced-l (lead-plastic grid)

o Cycle life of the 15-electrode Advanced-1
design, utilizing the all lead-plastic grids,
was increased from less than 150 to 296 cycles
(C-420) by using an additive to strengthen the
positive active material (PAM). This cell
demonstrated a specific energy of 44.6 Wh/kg
at the C/3 rate.

b. Forced electrolyte flow-through designs

o The utilization of the PAM was increased from
45.2 Ah/lb PAM to 58.4 Ah/lb PAM. The 58.4
Ah/lb value represents an increase of 91% in
the utilization as compared to an EV-2300 at
the same rate.
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o It was confirmed that the flow-through cell
operates in an oxygen recombination mode and
that the cell design controls the efficiency
of the recombination.

o The main failure mode of the cells was
determined to be the loss of the preferred
structure of the PAM, resulting in the
cracking and dislodging of pellets.

o Data suggest that a secondary failure mode is
the change of the physical and chemical
properties of the negative active material
(NAM).

o A new, cell component (diffuser) was found to
be effective in increasing the uniformity of
the electrolyte flow through the positive
electrode.

o A new construction technique (die cutting
Lexan sheet stock) reduced test cell building
labor costs by 75%.

o A 3-electrode screening cell design was
developed which utilizes a gasketing material
to seal the assembly.
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SECTION II

DESIGN AND FABRICATION

This section documents the design, fabrication, and test
results of the Advanced-1 and flow-through designs. The
Advanced-l is the 15-electrode, all-combo (composite
lead/plastic) design. Several flow-through designs are
discussed along with 3-electrode screening test cells.

The flow-through cells GCD-7, -8 and -9 were constructed
from Lexan sheet stock that was hand-crafted to the needed
dimensions. Typically, the turnaround time for one cell was
three months: one month to assemble, one month to test, and one
month to complete the data analysis and design the next cell.
Because of the design, one construction mistake could easily
result in a three month loss. Later designs incorporated
thinner Lexan sheet stock which was cut with steel ruled dies.
This reduced labor by 75%.

The difficulty with cell assembly, and resulting long
turnaround time, limited the number of cells that could be
constructed. This reduced the number of design variables that
could be studied to a minimum. Therefore, it was necessary to
hold many parameters constant throughout the contract period.
Even when doing this, there remained the difficult task of
trying to evaluate three to five modifications in each cell
design.

The original formation process produced satisfactory
results and it was used for all the cells, even though it was
known to be impractical for ultimate use because it is complex
and costly. In order to obtain the preferred active material
structure, post formation conditioning was required after the
"normal" formation sequence. This results in a formation that
takes ten days to complete.

The other major activities described in Section I.B, "1985
Goals", were necessarily modified due to the limited number of
cells that could be constructed and evaluated. These tasks,
and the formation (along with other parameters), will be
discussed in detail in Section IV, "Conclusions and Future
Investigations".

A. ADVANCED-i DESIGN (lead-plastic grid)

1. Cell # C-420

a. Design. Cell C-420 was a fifteen electrode
(7 positives: 8 negatives) design utilizing lead-plastic
(combo) negative and positive grids. The positive alloy was
modified to improve castability and electrical conductivity.
The major design feature was the addition of an additive
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in the positive paste mix. Two previous cells, C-402 and
C-406, of the same design and not containing the additive
reached the end-of-life in 132 and 88 cycles, respectively.
Work accomplished earlier suggested that the additive might
improve cycle life by strengthening the positive active
material structure.

b. Test Results. C-420 reached the end-of-life after
296 cycles, most of which were 80% DOD cycles. This
represented a factor of three improvement when compared to a
similar cell, C-406, without the additive (Figure 2-1). For
C-420, both the positive and negative half cell voltages,
versus reference, decayed at about the same rate. Normally,
the performance decline is attributable to the positive half
cell. Cell C-420 displayed a specific energy of 44.6 Wh/Kg at
the C/3 discharge rate.

c. Postmortem Results. The teardown of the cell did
not reveal the reason for the end-of-life condition.
Furthermore, extensive physical and chemical analyses performed
by the Materials Test Laboratory characterized the components
to be in excellent condition and no failure modes were
evident. Because the test results were inconclusive, the
postmortem methodology has been modified to include a separate
analysis of discharged electrode materials as well as the
conventional fully charged analysis.

d. Conclusions. The use of the additive in the
positive paste had a significant and favorable effect on the
capacity maintenance and the cycle life of the cell. Both the
favorable mechanism at play and the failure mode are unknown.
The fact that the performance decline was shared equally
between the positive and negative half cells suggests that the
additive does improve the durability of the positive active
materials.

2. Three-electrode screening cells

a. Design. An experimental set of nine three-
electrode (two negatives and one positive) all-combo cells was
assembled to evaluate the benefits of using the additive in the
positive active materials. Each test group contained three
cells. The design parameters for each group were:

(1) Standard positive grid alloy and the standard
positive paste formulation.

(2) Modified positive grid alloy to improve
castability and grid conductivity. The
standard positive paste formulation was used.
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(3) Modified positive grid alloy. Also, 1%
additive, by weight, in the positive paste.

b. Test results. The cells were cycled on an 80% DOD
test regime. The average cycle life of each of the three
groups is shown in Table 2-1.

Table 2-1. Cycle Life as a Function of Positive
Electrode Design.

Test Group Average Cycle Life

Standard alloy, standard PAM 73

Modified alloy, standard PAM 79

Modified alloy, 1% additive in PAM 100

c. Postmortem results. The only parameter examined
was the physical condition of the PAM. The test groups were
ranked in descending order, best to worst, as follows:

(1) Modified alloy, 1% additive in PAM

(2) Modified alloy, standard PAM

(3) Standard alloy, standard PAM

d. Conclusions. For the cells containing the additive
it was necessary to clamp the peak charging voltage at 2.60
volts per cell. This was done in order to control the positive
half cell voltage - (versus Hg/Hg2SO4  reference). The
encouraging results from this experiment resulted in the design
of cell C-420, which has been discussed in Section II, A, 1.

B. FORCED ELECTROLYTE FLOW-THROUGH DESIGNS

This section describes the design approaches, test results
and conclusions drawn from the GCD series of flow cells, GCD-7
through GCD-ll. The EV-2300 grid, with and without
modifications, was used as the standard grid for all the
flow-through cells discussed.

1. Cell # GCD-7

a. Design. This was the first flow-through cell to
be delivered to NBTL. The cell had nine electrodes (four
positives and five negatives). The positive grids were
modified to increase the conductivity (this will be true for
cells # GCD-7 through GCD-10). It was thought that the
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modified grid would be more effective at the increased
discharge rate of 16 A/lb positive active material (PAM).

After the formation and the conditioning process,
the electrodes of GCD-7 were checked for permeability values.
Historical values, not necessarily optimum, were used to
declare the electrodes acceptable. The cell was subjected to
seven qualification cycles prior to delivery to NBTL.

b. Test results. In-house testing showed a peak
capacity at cycle 1. At a specific current of 16 A/lb positive
active material (PAM), the resultant utilization was 45.1 Ah/lb
PAM. The first test at NBTL showed 46.2 Ah/lb PAM. This
represents a 51% improvement in the utilization as compared to
the EV-2300 at the same specific current (Table 2-2).

Table 2-2. Performance Comparison of GCD-7 versus
Standard EV-2300 (C-285).

Parameter EV-2300 GCD-7a /%

Discharge current (A/lb)b 11.7 16.0 +37
Capacity (Ah/lb)c 30.6 46.2 +51
Average voltage 1.9430 1.9189 -1.2
Specific energy (Wh/lb)c 59.6 89.3 +50

a Cycle #8 (NBTL #1).
b The 2.6 hour rate.
c At the 2.6 hour rate.

The cell was subjected to twenty-one cycles at
NBTL. Included in these tests were constant power and driving
profile (SAE J227a/D) tests. Positive active material.
utilization and the end-of-discharge (EOD) negative half cell
potential steadily declined after the cycle 8 peak. At the
end-of-life, the EOD negative half cell voltage was -0.75 V
versus reference.

c. Postmortem results. The external conditions of
the cell and subsystems were good. Construction quality was
found to be excellent. Although the electrolyte was darkened
by suspended PAM particles, the actual quantity of shed
material was determined to be less than 5%.

The PAM was active, firm and without PbSO4
deposits. The negative active material (NAM) was dull, coarse,
and blistered, indicative of electrode degradation. Physical
and chemical analyses of the active materials showed that the
PAM was in satisfactory condition. However, the NAM contained
unacceptably high PbSO4  concentrations (28%) and "poison
threshold" levels of antimony.
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d. Conclusions. The data analyses syg gest that two
failure modes were experienced. The flow mode) was lost as
a result of PAM cracking, which resulted in an electrolyte
flow-bypass. Additionally, the high levels of antimony in the
negative severely depressed the charging efficiency of the
negative electrode.

It took considerable time, after delivery of the
cell, to coordinate all the subsystems supporting the flow cell
and to evaluate the safety aspects at NBTL. Because of this,
the results and conclusions of the design were not available to
aid in the designs of the next two cells.

2. Cell # GCD-8

a. Design. Flow cell GCD-8 was not intended as the
design successor to GCD-7, but rather an alternative approach
to element orientation and flow distribution. A total of ten
electrodes were configured as five discrete subcells. This
approach permitted the examination of the cell performance as a
function of individual electrode active material utilization.
Other key design parameters were similar to GCD-7.

b. Test results. Testing was terminated after six
cycles. Although end-of-life criteria had not been reached,
capacity maintenance could not be achieved. A peak utilization
of 44.3 Ah/lb PAM was achieved at cycle 1, at a specific
current of 16A/lb PAM. Subsequent utilizations declined until
it appeared that the flow mode was lost (Figure 2-2).

c. Postmortem results. As was observed in GCD-7, the
PAM was damaged for all of the positives. This short circuited
the flow and resulted in the loss of the flow mode. The
breakage was caused by the mechanical stress imposed on the
electrodes during capacity cycling.

d. Conclusions. The grid breakage phenomenon
suggests that the grids need to be redesigned.

3. Cell # GCD-9

a. Design. Cell GCD-9 was a 9-electrode design that
incorporated a redesigned separator system.

(1) "Flow mode" means electrolyte is uniformly forced through
the electrodes and results in the active material yielding
greater than 40 Ah/lb PAM at the three hour rate.
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b. Test results. The cell ran 32 cycles, 28 of which
were 100% DOD capacity tests. This was a considerable
improvement over the first two cells. The PAM utilization was
very consistent during the first fourteen cycles (Figure 2-3).
After cycle 14 both the PAM utilization and the EOD negative
half cell voltage steadily declined. Cycle 1, once again,
showed the peak utilization of 45.9 Ah/lb PAM. At cycle 24
permeability measurements were taken and the results indicated
structural changes in the NAM.

c. Postmortem results. Construction quality was
determined to be excellent and no electrolyte leakage was found
on the perimeter of the cell. The positive electrodes were
cracked which resulted in the loss of pellets. Porosimetry and
chemical analysis of the PAM confirmed visual observations.
The PAM was firm and consistent in texture without visible
PbSO4 deposits.

The NAM was grainy and blistered. Laboratory
analyses of the NAM showed elevated PbSO4  levels,
approximately 7%, which agreed with the grainy texture observed
during the teardown.

d. Conclusions. The PAM showed some benefits of the
redesigned separator system (32 cycles). However, the redesign
didn't eliminate the problems associated with the positive
electrode and pellet loss. Again, the pellet loss was
responsible for the loss of the flow mode and the limiting of
the PAM utilization. Based on the results of the first three
cells in this GCD series, the cracking and th pellet loss are
the primary failure mode.

Data showed that as cycle life is increased, a
secondary failure mode surfaced: decline of the negative
electrode capacity. The elevated NAM sulphate levels suggest
poor recharge efficiency. The scenario for material washout,
due to the flowing electrolyte, gains credibility. It was
decided that the material formulation of the NAM would be
modified on cell GCD-10.

4. Cell # GCD-10

a. Design. The postmortems of cells GCD-7 through
GCD-9 suggested that the electrolyte was not going through the
positive electrodes uniformly. It was thought that the poor
flow pattern through the electrode was responsible for not
obtaining higher utilizations. Special tests were performed
flowing electrolyte through positive electrodes and the
non-uniformity of the flow was confirmed. A special material
was obtained to diffuse the electrolyte prior to entering the
electrode in an effort to improve the flow uniformity. This
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diffuser component was placed against the positive plate, in
the normal position of the positive separators. Since problems
were being encountered with the negative electrode, the
formulation of the NAM was modified in an effort to counteract
the possible washing out of the AM components.

GCD-10 was also the first flow cell to have the
cell components die-cut rather than machined. This not only
improved part-to-part reproducibility and assembly, but also
reduced the cost of labor by 75%.

b. Test results. The cell was subjected to eleven
cycles before reaching end-of-life criteria (Figure 2-4).
Following an established pattern of the last three flow cells,
the peak utilization was at cycle 1, 51.5 Ah/lb PAM. The
specific current was the same as the other cells, 16A/lb PAM.
The 51.5 Ah/lb utilization represents a 68% increase in the
utilization as compared to the EV-2300 at the same discharge
rate.

The utilization and EOD positive half cell
declined steadily after cycle 1. Attempts to stabilize
performance by varying flow rate, flow distribution, and the
specific gravity :ere unsuccessful.

c. Postmortem results. The cell was leak-free and
the construction excellent. The tops of the positive
electrodes were sulphated. It appears that gas entrapmernt may
have been the cause. In general, the PAM was very firm and
exhibited good texture and little evidence of shedding. As
compared to earlier cells, fewer pellets had been dislodged.
These pellets were located at the lower half and upper corners
of each positive.

The negative active material appeared active,
although it was somewhat grainy and severely blistered.

d. Conclusions. The cracking of pellets in the
positive electrode has been determined to be the primary
failure mode. The reproducibility of the first cycle
exhibiting the peak utilization is too strong to ignore and
suggests that the pellet problem is starting very early in
life, possibly during formation.

It appears that the diffuser retards the
distortion of the positive grid, but it is unable to prevent
the dislodging of the pellets. There is strong evidence to
suggest that the diffuser does help with the uniformity of the
electrolyte flow through the PAM. Utilization was higher and
the condition of the PAM during postmortem was better.

Blistering of the NAM is indicative of excessive
gassing. This fits in with the thought that the excessive gas
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formed pockets at the top of the cell which blocked the
electrolyte from the top row of pellets and caused sulfation in
that area. If the gas did collect at the top of the cell, it
is not known what influence this had on performance since the
magnitude of trapped gas and time it collected are also unknown.

5. Cell # GCD-ll

a. Design. This cell was a duplicate of GCD-10 with
a modification to the positive grid. For this design, the
positive grid was changed back to the standard EV-2300 grid.
This was done in order to evaluate whether or not the internal
wire configuration was responsible for the cracking of the
PAM. The cells GCD-7 through GCD-10 had modified grids and all
these cells experienced cracking of the PAM and pellet
dislodgement. All the other design parameters of the cell were
the same as GCD.10.

6. Three Electrode Screening Cells

The GCD-series design is not a cell design in the
traditional sense. It is an expedient method to physically
enclose those components required to show proof-of-concept of
the forced electrolyte flow-through technology. This design
does not use cell weight for electrical performance
characterization but rather uses the utilization of the PAM as
the indicator of progress, in Ah/lb. It has allowed studies to
continue in the flow-through technology without the need for
expensive molds, which would have become obsolete, and the very
long lead time that would have been necessary to design a new
cell and molds. However, these advantages did not come about
without several disadvantages.

Once the entire assembly is completed, there is no way
to correct any assembly errors. This has meant that each cell
must be mistake-free. The obvious way to approach this
scenario is to slow down all operations and perform numerous
quality checks. This was done and, fortunately, no mistakes
were made on the ten cells constructed to date. The penalty
for this was time, as it would typically take three months to
cycle one design: one month to construct, one month to test and
one month to analyze data and redesign the cell. A cell that
could be assembled easily and allowed parts to be reused was
needed.

A flexible gasket material was found that could be
applied to Lexan sheet stock. The gasket material can assume
difficult configurations. A three-electrode cell was designed
and constructed using Lexan stock. The cell was leak-free at
5 psig, static pressure. This allowed endwalls and spacers to
be reused. The endwalls contain thermocouples and thermistors.
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The cell can be made quickly and economically. It
also can be disassembled at any time. This means that during
postmortem the cell does not have to be destroyed in order to
examine the component parts of the cell. An automotive size
grid was selected to eliminate all the variables associated
with large grids.

The first cell constructed, C-433 (1 neg: 1 pos:
1 neg), was dedicated to the evaluation of a modified oxide.
The first capacity test yielded 58.4 Ah/lb PAM at. a 16 A/lb PAM
specific current. This represents a 91% increase in the
utilization as compared to an EV-2300 at the same rate. The
cell is now cycling on an 80% DOD test regime (Figure 2-5).

The three-electrode screening cell allows preliminary
evaluations to be made on the many variables, singularly and
collectively, that are suspected to influence performance. It
would be an impossible task to examine all these combinations
at the multi-electrode cell level.
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SECTION III

CELL TESTING STATUS

Table 3-1 summarizes all the testing performed during this
contract period and indicates status.

Table 3-1. Testing Status of Cells

Testb
No. Designa Size Cyclesc

C-406

C-408

C-409

C-411

C-412

C-413

C-414

C-415

C-416

C-417

C-418

C-419

Al

Al

Al

Al

Al

Al

Al

Al

Al

Al

Al

Al

E30C

E30P

E30P

E30P

E30P

E3 OP

E30P

E3 OP

E30P

E30P

E30P

E30P

88

53

55

89

78

70

66

63

89

88

105

109

a ISOA means Improved-State-of-the-Art; Al means Advanced-1;
A2 means flow-through.

b E30 means EV-3000; E23 means EV-2300; the letters after the
code mean: C is cell; P is a 3-electrode screening cell, Q is
a 5-electrode screening cell.

c The prefix "+" means test ongoing; no prefix means the
total cycles to the end-of-service-life; ( ) means testing
stopped intentionally.
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No.

C-420

C-421

C-422

C-423

C-428

C-424

C-425

C-426

C-427

GCD-7

GCD-8

GCD-9

GCD-10

C-433

Testb
Design Size

Al

Al

Al

Al

Al

Al

Al

Al

Al

A2

A2

A2

A2

A2

E30C

E30Q

E30Q

E30Q

E23C

E30C

E30C

E30C

E30C

E23C

E23C

E23C

E23C

E23P

Cyclesc

296

118

176

170

+124

+158

+151

109

109

27

(6)

(32)

(11)

13

a ISOA means Improved-State-of-the-Art; Al means Advanced-i;
A2 means flow-through.

b E30 means EV-3000; E23 means EV-2300; the letters after the
code mean: C is cell; P is a 3-electrode screening cell, Q is
a 5-electrode screening cell.

c The prefix "+" means test ongoing; no prefix means the
total cycles to the end-of-service-life; C ) means testing
stopped intentionally.

v
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SECTION IV

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE INVESTIGATIONS

This section describes the conclusions made, based on the
information available to date, and recommendations for future
work. Both the conclusions and the recommendations make use of
work done over the past several years and information from
other, in-house programs, meshed with the results of the
flow-through work accomplished in this contract period,

A. CONCEPT

The concept of forcing the electrolyte through the
positive and negative electrodes to counteract mass diffusion
limitations, resulting in dramatic increases in the material
utilization, has been proven to be valid. Cell GCD-10 showed
51.1 Ah/lb positive active material utilization on cycle one.
Compared to an EV-2300 at the same rate (16A/lb), this
represents an increase of 68.3% in utilization. Naturally, had
GCD-10 been compared to a standard design (non -circulatory),
the increase in the utilization would be much higher. A bonus
was discovered: the flow-through cell can operate in an oxygen
recombination mode.

The recombination capability suggests that not only can a
battery be designed that exhibits ultra-high capacity and
power, but also that it can be maintenance free. However,
there appear to be trade-offs between performance and the
efficiency of the recombination. At first this would seem to
present a major problem, but it appears that the efficiency of
the recombination may be manipulated and controlled by the cell
design.

All the numerous materials, processes, and design
parameters must be studied individually and collectively, and
trade-offs evaluated to optimize performance as it relates to
the maintenance free operation.

B. GRIDS

The standard EV-2300 grid was used throughout this
contract period to reduce costs and save time. Although no one
knows what the dimensions of the final grid will be (this is
ultimately related to the configuration of the EV selected and
the battery compartment size) a fairly large grid was wanted to
insure that technical problems were not masked by a small
grid. The work to date suggests that this was a valid approach.

During the initial testing of the earlier cells it
appeared that the grid was ill-suited for the flow cell,
conductivity-wise, and a modified grid was constructed. It was
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thought that this would increase the strength and conductivity
of the grid. However, this resulted (less than 10 cycles) in
electrode cracking which dislodged the pellets. Once any
pellet is loose (or a crack or hole is developed), the
preferential flow is short circuited and the flow mode is lost.

The design of the future grid may require optimizations
for: (i) uniform dischargeability, (ii) maximum bond strength
between active materials and the grid wire, (iii) conductivity,
and (iv) mechanical strength of the electrode.

C. CRACK-FREE ELECTRODES

This is a multi-process problem. The active material
structure must be crack-free from pasting through curing,
formation, assembly and life cycling. Since a large part of
the criteria is associated with the maintenance of the
crack-free structure (life cycling), solution of this problem
was not possible. It should be remembered tha.t this crack-free
requirement must co-exist with the preferred morphological
structure.

Future work on this requirement will have top priority as
the successful development of the flow electrode is the heart
of the design. Almost all of the research and engineering
tasks in some way interact with the development of the
electrode. Requirements for the electrode are numerous:

- develop preferred structure
- maintain preferred structure
- uniform permeability
- withstand the forces of electrolyte flow
- withstand the forces of service/cycle life
- develop and maintain a crack-free structure
- cost-effective manufacturability

The listed characteristics encompass all the goals of high
utilization, capacity maintenance cost, cycle life and
manufacturability.

D. RATIO OF NEGATIVE TO POSITIVE ACTIVE MATERIALS

It was determined that too many parameters were
interacting with the active material ratio to determine an
optimum ratio during this contract period. Future work will
have to contend with the interactions of ratio, cell design,
performance and cycle life.

E. ELECTROLYTE FLOW

In order to determine the electrolyte flow conditions
which maximize cell performance and life, extended life cycling
of numerous cells is required. This was not possible for the
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GCD-series design. It was necessary to standardize the flow
rate for the few cells constructed and tested in this contract.
period..

There exists an optimal flow rate for electrical
performance but this must be weighed against damage to the
electrodes, possible accelerated antimonial transfer from the
positive to the negative electrodes, and demands on the energy
requirements of the electrolyte circulation system. Again,
this is one of those tasks that must be life cycle tested and
that requires many cells and an extended testing period.

F. DIFFUSER

The postmortem of the flow cells (GCD-7 through GCD-9)
indicated that the electrolyte was not going through the
positive electrode uniformly. The texture and hardness of the
active material structure was variable and random. The flow
characteristics were studied in a special test fixture and it
was confirmed that a uniform flow did not exist. It was
theorized that another component was needed that could
distribute the flow before it entered the positive, such that
the electrode would receive the electrolyte more uniformly.

The diffuser component was incorporated into GCD-10. The
first capacity test showed the highest full cell utilization to
date, 51.5A/hr lb positive active material. The first capacity
test was also the peak capacity. Unfortunately, this cell only
ran 11 cycles. The postmortem showed cracks in the PAM
electrode and this resulted in 2-3 pellets/electrode being
dislodged from the grid. It is not known when this condition
occurred. However, the texture and hardness of the active
materials were uniform for the first time. There was no
shedding or surface softness. The postmortem results sind the
51.5 Ah/lb utilization suggest that the diffuser did distribute
the electrolyte more uniformly.

It appears that emphasis should be placed on this concept
for future designs. At present, the material is too thick and
expensive. Also, extensive testing needs to be done to
optimize the pore diameter. A joint program should be
initiated with the vendor to learn what capabilities and limits
exist in average pore diameter, pore distribution, thickness
and cost.

G. FORMATION

The long turnaround time required for the Lexan laminate
design limited the number of cells that could be constructed
and limited the number of variables that could be studied.
Therefore, formation became one of the parameters that was
reluctantly frozen, even though it was known that the process
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was impractical. The process, as presently defined, is too
complex and costly.

The work that was previously done was devoted solely to
getting the formation to work. The design of the flow cell is
such that the large volume of electrolyte that is normally
directly above the electrodes, in a standard flooded design, is
external to the element stack, contained in an electrolyte
reservoir. During formation, the electrodes must have access
to the remote electrolyte. To accomplish this requirement,
extensive plumbing changes and a redesign of the cell were
required. The first part of the formation is similar to the
ISOA formation. However, it was found that to obtain electrode
permeability values that were deemed "acceptable" (these are
not optimized values) it was required that the cell be
subjected to a post-formation conditioning after the Part I
formation. Because of this schedule, formation takes ten days.

Experiments will be conducted on a formation utilizing a
flow-through mode. This would eliminate the plumbing problems
and the formation should be more efficient. It is suspected
that this method may assist in the obtainment of the preferred
structure.
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SECTION V

PUBLICATIONS

The following list provides major publications which have
resulted in part or in whole from work performed by JCI in this
project under ANL Contract 31-109-38-4205.

E. N. Mrotek and J. R. Pierson, Presented at the EV EXPO 80,
St. Louis, Missouri, May 1980. "The Advancing Performance
Threshold of the Lead-Acid Electric Vehicle Battery."

B. K. Mahato, J. Electrochem. Soc., 127, 1679 (1980). "Lead
Acid Battery Expander. I. Electrochemical Evaluation
Techniques."

B. K. Mahato, J. Electrochem. Soc., 128, 1416 (1981). "Lead
Acid Battery Expander. II. Expander Activity Correlation
Between Microelectrode and Pasted Electrode."

C. E. Weinlein, Presented at the 9th Energy Technology
Conference and Exposition, Washington, D.C. February, 1982.
"Lead-Acid Battery Performance and Technology in Commercial
Electric Vehicle Applications."

D. A. Thuerk, Proceedings of the 30th Power Sources Conference,
1982. "Design of an Efficient Electrolyte Circulation System
for the Lead-Acid Battery."

E. N. Mrotek and P. J. Gurlusky, Int. J. of Vehicle Design,
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and Hybrid Vehicles, pp. 116-124, 1982. "Rebirth of Lead-Acid
Battery - meeting the Electric Vehicle Challenges of the
1980's."

B. L. McKinney, G. L. Wierschem, and E. N. Mrotek, SAE
Technical Paper Series, Paper No. 830229, Detroit, MI, 1933, in
Batteries for Electric Vehicles - Research, Development,
Testing and Evaluation, SP-541. "Thermal Management of
Lead-Acid Batteries for Electric Vehicles."

B. K. Mahato, J. L. Strebe, D. F. Wilkinson, and K. R. Bullock,
Abstract #80, The Electrochemical Society, Inc., Fall Meeting,
Washington, D.C., October 9 - 14, 1983 Extended Abstracts,
p. 127. "Effect of Antimony on Lead-Acid Battery Negative."

D. E. Bowman, Advanced Leao-Acid Batteries, Progress in
Batteries and Solar Cells, Vol. 5, 1984, JEC Press Inc.,
Cleveland, Ohio. "View From the Top - Advanced Lead-Acid
Batteries."
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K. R. Bullock, Extended Abstracts, International Society of
Electrochemistry, Abstract No. A6-10, p. 322, Berkeley, CA,
1984. "Improved Lead-Acid Batteries for Electric Vehicles."

B. K. Mahato and J. L. Strebe, Proceedings of the Symposium on
Advances of Lead-Acid Batteries, 1984. "Positive grid
Corrosion in Deep-Discharge Cycled Lead-Acid Battery, Part I.
Cycling of Bare Antimonial Grid," edited by K. R. Bullock and
D. Pavlov, PV 84-14, p. 154.

K. R. Bullock, B. K. Mahato, G. H. Brilmeyer, and G. L.
Wierschem, Proceedings of the Symposium on Advances of
Lead-Acid Batteries, 1984. "Performance of Improved lead-Acid
Batteries for Electric Vehicles," edited by K. R. Bullock and
D. Pavlov, PV 84-14, p. 451.

B. K. Mahato and J. L. Strebe, Extended Abstracts, Vol. 85-2,
The Electrochemical Society Fall Meeting, Las Vegas, Nevada,
October 10-14, 1985, p. 67. "Failure Characterization of Deep
Cycled Lead-Acid Batteries: Part II, Positive Plate Grid
Corrosion."

B. K. Mahato, G. H. Brilmyer, and K. R. Bullock, Proceedings of
the First International Workshop On Battery Testing, 30
September - 2 October 1985, Heidelberg, Germany, pp. 82-86."
Performance Testing of Advanced Lead-Acid Batteries For
Electric Vehicles."

B. K. Mahato and J. L. Strebe, "Gassing Behavior of Deep Cycled
Lead-Acid Batteries," to be presented at the 15th International
Power Sources Symposium, Brighton, England, September 1986.
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